We present an optical-diffraction method for quantitative characterization of two-dimensional colloidal polycrystalline materials. From the angular-diffraction profile we can estimate both the average size of the crystalline grain and the defect density within the grains. Our statistical diffraction model shows that the diffraction line shape is close to a Lorentzian profile if a lot of defects exist within a grain, and it becomes close to Gaussian if the grains are essentially free of defects. This method is used for analyzing the quality of polystyrene colloidal crystals produced by the evaporation technique. The results are compared with direct statistical analysis of microscope images.
INTRODUCTION
Colloidal crystals are naturally suitable for constructing two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional gratings (photonic crystals) that can provide optical bandgap in ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared wavelength ranges. The photonic crystals can confine the photons of light in certain frequency bands, control spontaneous emission, and lead to many potential applications in optoelectronics. [1] [2] [3] Recently, colloidal crystals have been used as templates for synthesizing long-range ordered structures made of dielectrics and semiconductors. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] A critical step is to make large high-quality monocrystalline crystals. Several techniques have been tested, including sedimentation, methods utilizing electrical repulsion between charged particles, filtration, and electrophoretic deposition. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] However, the growth of long-range ordered (Ͼ1 mm) and defectless crystals is still a challenge. In most cases, crystals manufactured by current techniques have a polycrystalline structure.
To improve the quality of colloidal crystals, it is important to monitor the process of phase transition of a suspension into a crystal and to characterize the crystallographic quality of the samples obtained at given conditions. A direct method is to use an optical microscope, a scanning electron microscope, or an atomic force microscope (AFM), in combination with image analysis software. However, in general, optical microscopy can be applied only when the particle size is greater than 1 m. Scanning electron microscopes and AFM's are usually inflexible and complicated. They can only cover a small area and therefore may not be suitable for characterizing samples of relatively large size.
Similar to x-ray diffraction used for the study of solid crystalline materials (see, for example, Ref. 15) , optical diffraction provides a very simple and powerful method to investigate the properties of colloidal crystals. With an appropriate mathematical model for the grain structure and the shape of the diffraction peak, we can obtain all the statistical information needed for characterization of the polycrystalline solid materials, such as the size, shape, and crystallographic orientation of the grains. Benefiting from the high quality of the laser beam, the optical-diffraction analysis of colloidal crystals becomes rather simple and accurate.
In this paper we setup a new statistical diffraction model for 2-D colloidal polycrystalline structure to study the relationship between the diffraction profile and two statistical parameters of colloidal crystals, i.e., the average size of the grains and the defect density within the grains. We studied 2-D crystals because of their various potential applications with integrated planar waveguide structures. 3 The model shows that the diffraction profile can be Lorentzian-like, Gaussian-like, or somewhere between these two shapes, depending on the ratio of the average crystal size and the average distance between the defects. We confirm the model by studying polystyrene colloidal crystals using both direct microscope image analysis and the optical-diffraction method.
EXPERIMENT A. Sample Preparation
The 2-D colloidal polycrystalline samples were prepared by the evaporation method. 9, 14 In this technique, water evaporation from a suspension film increases the volume fraction occupied by the particles. When the liquid film thickness approaches the particles' diameters, capillary forces become strong enough to force the nucleation and growth of the crystal. Reducing the amount of particles in the suspension and enlarging its spreading area, one can ensure that a monolayer 2-D crystals is deposited on the surface of the substrate. However, the initial concentration of particles in the suspension should not be too low; otherwise, it can drastically worsen the quality of the crystal. To facilitate the optical microscope observation, we chose particle size of 0.98 m. The particles are made of polystyrene. An example of an AFM image of the sample is shown in Fig. 1 . The inset shows the orientation of the crystal lattice in real and the corresponding inverse space.
B. Optical-Diffraction Measurement
The measurement scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The sample is mounted on a holder so that the laser beam is incident normally to the sample plane. The transmitted diffraction light is measured by a photodetector that can be moved along a circle centered at the beam spot on the sample. An aperture in front of the detector is used to restrict the acceptance angle to 0.5°.
The polycrystalline diffraction pattern is a ring. Figure 3(a) shows the diffraction picture obtained on a screen placed behind the sample. The measurements represent the light-intensity distribution along the photodetector trace, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The diffraction angle between the diffracted beam and the incident beam corresponds to the amplitude of the wave vector provided by the periodical structure of the crystal,
Angle is directly related to the orientation of a crystallite in the plane of the sample. In our experiments, with an incident beam size of ϳ3 mm, a rather uniform ring along has been observed. This indicates that the distribution of the crystals' orientations is uniform. However, by reducing the size of the laser beam, we observed that the ring-diffraction pattern becomes nonuniform along and gradually changes to a discrete distribution of the diffraction light spots produced by a few individual crystalline grains. When the laser beam covers only one grain, the diffraction pattern becomes a single hexagon, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). In this paper we study the average statistical information about the crystals. Therefore large beam size was used to cover many grains. The photodetector, which moves along the measurement circle, collects the diffraction intensity profile along , as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Three peaks [ Fig. 4(a) ] are recorded, corresponding to negative-first, zeroth, and positive-first diffraction orders, respectively. Obviously, there is a background produced by light scattering on disordered particles within the sample. Using a simple fitting process, this component can be removed, and a pure positive-first-order diffraction pattern can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 4 
(b).
The observed diffraction picture is typical for colloidal crystals and is quite different from what one could expect assuming a single scattering particle or a disordered collection of those particles. A single particle of diameter D ϭ 0.98 m would produce a wide distribution of scattered light in an angle Ϸ sin Ϫ1 (1.22/D) Ϸ 50°. The sharp features shown in Figs. 3 and 4 clearly indicate that they are caused by the diffraction of light on a structure with a certain spatial periodicity.
The diffraction profile in Fig. 4(b) is close to a Lorentzian shape. In fact, using a simple Lorentzian curve, one can get rather good fitting of the experiment data. This fitting, along with a detailed model, is given below.
STATISTICAL DIFFRACTION MODEL FOR 2-D COLLOID POLYCRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE
Two main parameters characterizing the quality of 2-D polycrystallites are the size of the crystalline grain D, and the defect density, , defined as the number of defects per unit length. Evidently, every grain has its own size and number of defects. So, these parameters are essentially random variables.
Figure 5(a) shows an AFM image of a 2-D crystal under study. It shows boundaries of four different grains and typical defects such as a missing particle or a line defect. The missing particles, however, do not contribute much to the diffraction line shape, as long as they do not deteriorate the long distance order of the crystal. So, the main types of crystal imperfections considered for the analysis of diffraction are the crystal boundaries and line defects. A fragment of monocrystal with a lot of line defects is shown in Fig. 5(b) .
The sample consists of a number of grains, and each grain has its own orientation. The crystal orientation The bottom image shows a structure that maintains the crystal orientation throughout the entire area, so it is a monocrystal with a large number of defects. may be defined by one of the wave vectors K of the crystal lattice in the inverse space. Because of the hexagonal symmetry of the primary cell, three essentially different directions may be associated with any given grain. The amplitude of K equals to 2/⌳, where ⌳ is the crystallattice period. For the closely packed lattice of spheres, the period is ⌳ ϭ d)/2, where d is the sphere's diameter (see inset in Fig. 1) .
Within each single crystal the periodicity is affected by two kinds of defects: line defects and point defects. Very often, the defect line starts or ends at a point defect caused by the particle dislocation or by the wrong size of the particle. The influence of these defects on the periodicity of the lattice as well as on the optical diffraction can be described as follows. Owing to the defects, the entire crystal is separated into several fragments, and the separation distance is random. This distance corresponds to a random phase jump between the fragments. The phase jump also depends on the angle of the defect with respect to the lattice wave vector. Therefore we assumed that the phase jumps are uniformly distributed over the range of [0, 2] .
Within the Fraunhofer approximation (see, for example, Ref. 16 ), the observed diffraction intensity pattern is proportional to the squared Fourier transform of the transmission function of the 2-D crystal. Since the experimental result is a uniform ring in the diffraction, the 2-D diffraction problem can be reduced to a onedimensional one. In the simulation of the diffraction we divided the entire orientation angle ( ) range into N identical subsections. Consequently, all the crystal grains are divided into N groups as well. We treated all the crystals in the given group as crystals with identical orientation and calculated the diffraction distribution produced by this group of crystals. We then superimposed the distributions produced by all the groups. When N is large enough, the resulted simulated diffraction pattern is a uniform ring.
For each group the transmission function is a sinusoid with a specific amplitude and phase modulation. The amplitude modulation represents a distribution of crystals with given orientation over the samples, and the phase modulation takes into account the crystal imperfections caused by the defects. For example, considering the group oriented along x, one can write
In this formula 0 ϭ ͉K͉, and ␦ m (l) is the phase of the lattice in a given fragment. Functions A l ( y) (x Ϫ x l ) and P m (l) (x Ϫ x m ) are the rectangular functions such that their values are equal to 1 only if x is within the crystals with given orientation or within the given fragment of the crystal with the given phase. Index l indicates the crystals with a given orientation, index m indicates the fragments within the crystal, and M l is the number of defects. The functions A l ( y) (x Ϫ x l ) and P m (l) (x Ϫ x m ) as well as phases ␦ m (l) were generated randomly. The average density of defects is related to the average number of defects per crystal M l and the crystal size D l :
Taking a Fourier transform of Eq. (2), we have
The intensity of optical diffraction produced by each group of crystals should be proportional to the statistic average of ͉G(,)͉ 2 :
where R xy ( x , y ) is the 2-D correlation function of T s (x; y). Further, assuming that the statistical characteristics of the sample along x and y are independent, we can separate the variables:
where
is the correlation function of T s (x; y) when it is regarded as a one-dimensional random process of x. Obviously, the result of Eq. (7) does not depend on y because of statistical averaging. Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), we have
Formula (8) gives the diffraction pattern of every individual orientation group. Because the statistical characteristics of the sample along x and y are independent, when all these diffraction patterns are superimposed along , or along in the dynamic coordinates, the entire power distribution along must be proportional to S x () as well. Taking into account the relationship between the diffraction angle and wave vector given in Eq. (1), we can find the diffraction intensity distribution U() with respect to angle for the entire 2-D polycrystalline sample:
where A is the intensity coefficient, k 0 ϭ 2/ is the wave vector of light in vacuum, and S x () can be calculated from
In Eq. (9) the inclination factor cos() is taken out of the integral because the diffraction is observed at a distance much greater than the laser spot on the sample, although the rigorous Fresnel-Kirchhoff formula contains inclination factors under the integral. 
FITTING OF THE ANGULAR-DIFFRACTION SPECTRUM
Using formulas (2), (9), and (10), we can calculate the diffraction pattern U(). The lattice period (⌳), average width of the A l (x Ϫ x l ) functions (D ), and the defect density ( ) become the input parameters for the model. These three parameters can be obtained through the least-square fitting of the measured data (Fig. 4) . Of course, we need to assume suitable distribution models for D l , M l , and the random position of defects x m . As for the M l , the Poisson distribution with the average value of M l ϭ D l is a natural choice, and x m can be considered as having a uniform distribution within the range of D l . However, there is a difficulty in determining the type of distribution of D l . Fortunately, we found that the calculated shape of the diffraction is not sensitive to this distribution.
Using this model, we have calculated the anticipated diffraction profile for different input parameters (Fig. 6) . The angular position of the diffraction peaks is obviously determined by the period of the grating. The width depends on both the crystal size and the defect density, because both the crystal boundaries and the defects are imperfections of the entire crystal structure. In fact, the average size of a uniform grating fragment is the crucial parameter determining the width. However, the most important feature of the model is the relationship between the diffraction profile and the defect density as well as the crystal size. As we have found, if the main type of imperfections in the polycrystalline material is the boundaries between the crystals (D Ӷ 1; that is, each crystal is essentially defectless), the diffraction profile is close to the Gaussian shape. In contrast, if most of imperfections are the crystal defects (D ӷ 1; that is, each crystal contains lots of defects), the diffraction line is close to Lorentzian. On this basis, one can use the well-known approaches for spectral-line analysis developed in spectroscopy of gases. In spectroscopy the homogeneous Lorentzian broadening is caused by collision induced phase jumps, and the inhomogeneous Gaussian broadening is caused by the Doppler frequency shift. Decomposition of the experimentally measured line profile into Gaussian and Lorentzian components allows the distinguishing and quantifying of the broadening mechanisms. In our case we prefer to use direct fitting of the model function to the measured profile. Rough estimation of the number of defects per crystal, however, may be done through the line-profile decomposition.
It is also worthy to note that the physical reasons for the Lorentzian shape in the cases of spectral-line broadening and colloidal crystal diffraction are very similar. In both cases we have random-phase jumps in the periodical function subjected to spectral analysis. However, this is not true for the Gaussian-like shape. In the case of colloidal polycrystal diffraction it results probably from a superposition of functions like I ϭ ͓sin(x)/x͔ 2 describing light diffraction on crystallites of different size and orientation. The origin of inhomogeneous broadening of spectral lines is rather different. So, the analogy is more mathematical rather than physical. Anyway, the lineshape analysis tools developed in spectroscopy still may be applied for colloidal crystal diffraction.
For most of the samples we studied the defect density was high. Therefore a Lorentzian-like shape of the diffraction line was observed. We fitted the measured angular profile using the model to extract the average crystal size and the crystal defect density from the optical measurements (Fig. 7) .
To verify the model, we did a direct measurement of D and using optical microscopic images of the sample. A total of 120 crystalline grains in the studied area were in- vestigated. The procedure was as follows. First, we determined the boundary of grain and the orientation vector. Then a line parallel to this vector was drawn, and the width of the grain and defect density along this line was measured. The measurement results are given in Table 1 . They are quite close to the results obtained from optical-diffraction measurements. Taking into account that the microscope image covers a much smaller area than the laser beam in the diffraction experiment, the data extracted from the diffraction profile are supposed to be more accurate.
As we found from the direct microscope image measurements, the distribution of the defect density is close to Poisson. However, the distribution of D l looks like a Poisson distribution only assuming the discrete unit of 1/ , e.g., the average distance between the defects. This is, however, beyond the subject of optical diffraction, and we will discuss this issue in the future.
CONCLUSIONS
Quality of the colloidal crystal is the critical factor for any application. The size of the crystalline grains and the random defects inside a grain are two main parameters that determine the uncertainty of the wave vector of the crystal lattice. We have presented a model for quantifying these two parameters using optical diffraction. Trying different types of fitting functions, we found that the simulated diffraction profile is close to a Lorentzian shape when each grain contains a lot of defects, or a Gaussian shape when a polycrystalline sample is composed of essentially defectless grains. The model is confirmed by direct measurements with an optical microscope. a Extracted from the fitting of the optical-diffraction line and from the direct measurements on the microscope image.
b To calibrate the microscope image scale, we calculate the grating period ⌳ assuming closed-packed geometry of the colloidal crystal and the particle's diameter of 0.98 m.
